Flipcause LIVE Mobile App Version 1.6 is here! This update focuses on giving you more control over when and how you collect your supporter's information. For full details keep reading!

This update is available on both iOS and Android.

Information Collection Setting in Payment Profiles

We want to give you ultimate flexibility when it comes to collecting your supporter's information. You now have the ability to require collecting email and name or make it optional. This is done using Payment Profiles.

- Read here for more information on how to create payment profiles
- Read here for more information on how to edit payment profiles
Improved Payment Flow

The payment flow has been improved and information collection is now at the end of the transaction.

- How to take a payment using the Card Reader
- How to charge a credit card manually
- How to add a cash payment

Other Improvements

- Email validation has been added to ensure you are collecting valid email addresses
- Searchable drop-down menus have been added to improve workflow